Letters to the Editor

EXAMINATION OF STATEMENT OF DIXIT AND JONES ABOUT THE GUJARAT LOW CHANGING FROM A COLD-CORE TO A WARM-CORE TROPICAL CYCLONE DURING 2-8 AUGUST 1964

Dixit and Jones (1965) have stated that the Gujarat low can change from a cold-core cell to a warm-core tropical depression similar to the Kona storm in the eastern Pacific. “A striking example of such occurrence was the apparent transformation of the cold-core mid-tropospheric Gujarat low of 2-8 August 1964 into a warm core tropical cyclone in the vicinity of Bombay. Initially appearing at the 500 mb and 700 mb levels early in the time period (located just off the west coast between 15°-20° N), and overlying strong lower tropospheric southwesterlies, this cyclonic cell was likely the principal cause of heavy rainfall along the central west coast. As the cell extended downward to the 850 mb level on 4th August and to the surface on 6th August, rainfall maxima and squalliness became concentrated near the surface low pressure centre as it passed close aboard the city of Bombay. Here, at this time, surface easterly winds gusted to 70 km per hour early on the 7th, slackened to 10 km per hour from the south and for the following period of six hours averaged 90 km per hour from the southwest with gusts to 100 km per hour. The slope of this system in contrast to the usual equatorward one of the mid-tropospheric Gujarat low, was nearly vertical, and the surface pressure fall was rapid and much below normal. The areal extent of the Gujarat surface low, scarcely larger than a meso-scale phenomenon, in contrast to macro-scale dimensions at the 500 mb level (with the resultant geometrical configuration of an inverted cone), is anomalous to the tropical cyclones of the western Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, where storm dimensions are much larger in the lower than in the upper troposphere”.

It is proposed to discuss the above statements with reference to the synoptic charts for the days which the author has examined. Rao, Srinivasan, Ramakrishnan and Raman (1970) have given upper winds for 00 GMT for 2 August 1964 and 03 GMT surface and 00 GMT upper winds charts for 3 to 8 August in Figs. 3-1 to 3-13 of their paper. Although their upper air charts do not contain data west of Bombay-Ahmedabad line and the surface charts do not contain data for northeast Arabian Sea they are useful and the discussion below is based on those charts as well as 12 GMT charts for the period 1 to 8 August 1964 examined by the author.

(1) From an examination of the charts it is seen that a trough moved from off Konkan northwestwards up to the 3rd (Figs. 3-2 and 3-3 of Rao et al.). At 03 GMT of the 4th the trough persisted across Saurashtra, Kutch and lower Sind at the surface as on the 3rd and it extended up to 850 mb; the trough at 700 and 500 mb was further south and weak, as judged from Ahmedabad and Bombay upper winds (Figs. 3-4 and 3-5 of Rao et al.). The rainfall during the period was controlled by the movement of the trough off Konkan and the weather situation developing in the northwest Bay of Bengal. There was no cold-core Gujarati low. Thus the statement of Dixit and Jones that the cold-core mid-tropospheric Gujarat low initially appeared at 500 mb and 700 mb levels located just off the west coast between Lat. 15° and 20°N early in the period 2-8 August, is not correct.

(2) On the 5th at 03 GMT the trough at the surface across Saurashtra had extended southeasterwards to off north Konkan; there was also a trough off Konkan at 500 mb (Figs. 3-6 and 3-7 of Rao et al.). At 12 GMT of the day there was also a trough off north Konkan at 850, 700, 600 and 500 mb. This trough showed signs of concentrating into a depression at the surface off north Konkan-south Saurashtra at 03 GMT of the 6th and the circulation extended even to 850 and 700 mb although at 500 mb there would not appear any circulation (Figs. 3-8 and 3-9 of Rao et al.); at 12 GMT the cyclonic circulation off Konkan was better defined up to 700 mb, but at 600 mb there was no trough off the coast and at 500 mb there was a trough over the north Peninsula with east-west axis between Lats. 18° and 17°N. The easterly air flow in association with the depressions in northwest Bay had moved considerably westwards and had reached Gujarat at 850 mb and above on the 6th (Figs. 3-8 and 3-9 of Rao et al.)
and had reached that area below 850 mb by the 7th morning (Figs. 3-10 and 3-11 of Rao, et al.).

Under the combined influence of developments off Konkan and depression in the northwest Bay centred near Lat. 19°N, Long. 86-5°E, widespread rain fell between the 5th and 6th mornings on the west coast and over the area extending from Balasore and Musulipatam on the east coast to a line from Chanda to Jabalpur (Fig. 3-8 of Rao, et al.). In view of what has been stated above it is clear that the statement of Dixit and Jones that the Gujarat cell extended downwards to 850-mb level on the 4th and to the surface on the 6th is not correct; the trough was there even earlier at the surface farther northwestwards and had extended southwards to off north Konkan by the 5th morning (Figs. 3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 of Rao, et al.) where it showed signs of concentrating into a depression on the 6th (Fig. 3-8).

(3) By 03 GMT of the 7th there was a depression, probably a cyclonic storm of small extent, off Konkan with centre about 125 km southwest of Bombay and the circulation extended to about 600 mb (Figs. 3-10 and 3-11 of Rao, et al.), while at 500 mb there was probably only a trough off the south Konkan coast, the circulation being displaced southwards with height. The Bay depression had become an elongated trough after entering inland. In association with the two low systems widespread and locally heavy rain fell on the west coast of the Peninsula and in the interior as far north as about Lat. 23°N (Fig. 3-10 of Rao, et al.).

From the description of winds at Bombay given by Dixit and Jones it would appear that there was a cyclone of very small extent off Bombay between the morning and evening with central area of light winds surrounded by a core of strong winds. The vortex moved northwards in the course of the day and at 12 GMT, it was centred about 80 km northwest of Bombay. In the absence of observations in the upper air over sea it is not possible to say if the vortex extended above 700 mb, its extension being only upto about 600 mb even in the morning.

The cyclone off Bombay weakened rapidly while moving northnorthwestwards and lay as a low pressure area over Saurashtra at 03 GMT of the 8th (Fig. 3-12 of Rao, et al.); there was a trough in the upper air with axis between Ahmedabad and Bombay at 850 and 700 mb but at 500 mb the trough was off Konkan (Fig. 3-13 of Rao, et al.). It will appear from rainfall charts between 6th and 7th and 7th and 8th given in Figs. 3-10 and 3-12 respectively of Rao, et al., that rainfall on the west coast had decreased considerably during the latter 24 hours, particularly between Lats. 15° and 18°N; but at Alibag, Colaba, Sarnat巡察 and Dahanu 2, 2, light and 2 cm rain was recorded on the 7th morning and light, 4, 6 and 6 cm respectively on the 8th morning. The increase in rainfall on the 8th being due to increase in the westerly component of winds over the area with the cyclone moving northnorthwestwards (compare Figs. 3-11 and 3-13 of Rao, et al.).

By 12 GMT of the 8th the low pressure area over Saurashtra had moved northwestwards and was located at the surface off west Saurashtra and Kutch. There was a trough circulation over Saurashtra and adjoining northeast Arabian Sea at 850 mb, while there was a trough axis across the country along about Lat. 21°N at 700 mb; there was cyclonic circulation over northwest of the Peninsula at 500 mb.

From an examination of the day-to-day charts it is seen that by the 7th morning the easterly air from the Bay side had spread to Saurashtra side right from the surface to 500 mb and there might not be any continental air in the disturbance field on the 7th. Thus on the 7th there were the westerly and easterly moist air masses in the disturbance field off north Konkan as is usually the case in the depressions at the head of the Bay during the monsoon months. This has led Dixit and Jones to state that the disturbance off Bombay on the 7th was a warm-cored tropical cyclone like warm-cored depressions over the north Bay moving west or northwestwards. In contrast the cyclonic vortex off Bombay from the 2 to 4 July, 1963 had no easterly air from Bay side at any level up to 500 mb (Desai, 1970 a), the easterly winds being the westerly winds which had backed under the pressure pattern and also the influence of the Western Ghats; in that disturbance there were also two air masses, but the second air mass was continental instead of the easterly moist one from the Bay. As stated by Desai (1970 a) the temperature and wind distribution can be understood if one takes into account the nature of air masses involved and the lapse rates in them. When the second air mass is the continental one, its temperature is higher than that of the westerly moist air mass at the surface but the latter becomes warmer than the former above a certain level—the reversal level; when the second air mass is the easterly moist air its temperature is higher than that of the westerly moist current at all levels up to 500 mb.

In view of what has been stated above the statement of Dixit and Jones about transformation of the cold-cored Gujarat low of 2-8 August, 1964 into a warm-cored tropical cyclone on the 7th in the vicinity of Bombay, is not correct. If they had considered the nature of air masses in the
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system from the surface up to 500 mb on different days as in this note, it is felt that they would have come to a different conclusion. It has also been shown by Desai (1970 b), that the streamlines analyses and conclusions of Dixit and Jones (1965) about active and weak monsoon conditions are not tenable.

The nature of the air masses involved in the monsoon depressions and cyclones in the northeast
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Arabian Sea is usually such that it is not correct to compare them with the tropical cyclones in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans as in the latter case there is no presence of continental air which is hottest at the surface but which becomes colder than the moist air above a certain level—reversal level as a result of a difference in the lapse rates in the two air masses. Such conditions have also been observed by Desai (1967) in the Arabian Sea cyclone of 20-29 May 1963.

B. N. DESAI
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SOME ASPECTS OF HEAT UNITS OF WHEAT

Swaminathan (1968) has drawn attention to the comparable nature of the per day yield of a crop at places with widely varying durations of its active growth. Hence the increasing time taken by the wheat crop, to enter the flowering phase as one proceeds from south to north, is likely to be a major factor in the N-S wheat yield gradients.

Wheat is a non-thermoperiodic plant (Went 1953). The duration of its vegetative phase is strongly and linearly related to the mean daily effective growing temperature (Nuttonson 1955). The variety NP4 is grown at a number of crop-weather stations in India and the local tall varieties grown along with it show an identical phenological behaviour. Therefore, to investigate the temperature dependance of the vegetative phase duration of the tall Indian wheat varieties, the average dates of sowing and commencement and cessation of ear emergence of NP4 wheat grown at a number of crop weather stations in India were taken.

For the phases sowing to ear emergence and ear emergence, the heat units accumulated, as given by the products of the length of the phase in days and the mean temperature above a base temperature of 4°C during the phase were worked out.

The average total heat units for the two phases for NP4 wheat at the different stations are shown in Table 1. This reveals the near constancy of the number of total heat units for the period sowing to ear emergence at all the stations, no difference being noticeable between stations like Labhandi and Chinsurah where the crop is irrigated and the other where it is raised rainfed. The heat units for the duration of ear emergence phase is not constant nor does it reveal any pattern.

For stations situated at the different latitudes round about the 78°E longitude, the delay in flowering per latitude as one proceeds from south to north shows a relationship (Fig. 1) which may be mathematically expressed by the equation—

\[ D = 2.4335 - 0.6(X-16) + 0.0781(X-16)^2 \]

where, \( D \) = delay in degrees per degree latitude and \( X = \) latitude in degrees north. Fig. 1 indicates that the Hopkins’ Law will be obeyed in the higher latitudes only. It would be interesting to study this further on a global basis by getting